REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Its ultimate goal is the justification for further research in the area. For the logical flow of ideas, current and relevant reference with consistent, appropriate referring style, proper use of terminology, unbiased and comprehensive view of the previous research work is essential. It is closely linked to the literature search in so far as its sets out the key debates concerning your research issue. It must relate to proposed research issue and not be simple a historical overview of existing arguments on the subject.

Sutar, G. N. (1989) in this dissertation "An evaluation of habits and attitudes of users of college libraries in Kolhapur city." investigates and evaluates the habits and attitudes of students relating to the college library and identifies the principle information need and problems of users relating to the use of an academic library.

Meera Baruah (1990) in her published article in International Library Movement journal entitled “A Comparative Study of The Readers Use of North Eastern University and Guwahati University Libraries”(1990) emphasized on the use of library material, library time, self management and specialized services in inter library exchanges regarding teachers and researchers and also for students.

Martin, Lowell A. (1990) published article entitled “User Studies and Library Planning, Library Trend”. In his research article he studied the users of American libraries and the troubles faced by the users regarding the usage of libraries as well as their effect on their learning.

In the article on “Strategic Issues in Agricultural Information Technology with Special Reference To Agricultural University Libraries of Karnataka” (1990) described the relevance of information technology in agricultural university libraries is described by Bankur and Varadraj (1990).

Batten W.E. (1993) published article on “Aslib” (1993). He surveyed of the users who used information services and the members who were attracted to these services.
Deshmukh P.P. (1993) Published article entitled “User Instructions in Effective Use of Library in Teaching Agricultural Education and Research”. In his article, he depicted how to follow the library information in agricultural university library by research students. He also added how we can satisfy users by providing full library services which will maintain an identity of library as a good contributor in university library services.

Rokade V. S. (1993), in this study, deals with information needs and to observe the existing services of the research and development library.

Koganurmath, M. (1994) conducted the study of the information generation communication pattern. He presented a model comprised of three components i.e. Information generation, information seeking and information communication.

Livington B.D. (1994) published his article in “I A S L I C Bulletin” (1994) in which he focused on to finding out evaluation of library services, reference services provided by Karnataka Agriculture University and reference services by user survey.

The published article on “Library Trends” by Evans, Charles. Jan. (1995) depicts the emergence of the library profession which is associated with the planning process of society. This article also analyses the usage of library user thought views on society and library management.

Dayas Mangi I. (1995) studied the Goa University library in the respect of current services to provide the users focus to university library building. Beside this he also flashed light on vacant librarian post and its administrative services.


Gupta A. (1996) published article entitled “Quantitative improvement on library services through uses study, Indian Library Conference”. He described how to meet the
demands of library users by providing various kinds of services which is a matter of the purpose of library for its accomplishment.

Kent A. (1997), article on Encyclopedia of library and information science. She highlighted the information on 'Users Need'. She gives the significance of users and their needs, research, history of research on user's need, assimilation of information and five possible action of information seeking.

The behavior of scientists of Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi was studied by Prasad, H.N. (1998). In his research work he also deals with the various activities of the scientists and different types of information used by them.

Ochalla D. N. (1999), in the international information and library review published the articles entitled, insight into information seeking as communication in academic libraries. This article gives information about need of information and its concept, method of information seeking behavior etc.

Sutter E. (2000) was published paper entitle “Survey of User of an Information Centre” (2000). He depicted the problems associated with teaching of the user. He also stated that interview should be appropriate and effective to ask questions and how many users choose to interview determine it and the result should be in a percentage. If experts should help them common sense must be high quality.

An article entitle “Library Planning: Alternative Method of Investigation” was published by Hencen, Orle B (2001). He discussed the problem of cost-benefit related to the library quality and questionnaire on which the method can be used.

In 2001, Begam Ruxana completed his work on An Evaluation of All Ameen Medical College, Central Library, Bejapur. She correlates the library administration and library development, improvement of library collection and good communication of library staff to users etc.

Mulla S. A. (2001) completed his M. Lib. Project work on Reading habits of teachers and students in Krishna Institute of Medical sciences, Karad. He studied the relation between the reading habits and library collection, library services etc.
Port Jane S. Published his article in 2002 on “The Mount Sinai Medical Center Library User Survey, Bulletin of Medical Library Association”.

Mahapatra R.K. (2002) is SRELS Journals on Information on Management has highlighted the articles entitles 'Information Need: A Conceptual Investigation. This article deals with information about analysis factors affecting needs, types of information need and the environment aspects which are responsible for developing a system approach of information need.

Salaam (2003), in his article “Library Utilization by the Undergraduates of a University of Agriculture”, attempted to ascertain the level of utilization of services of Nimbe Adept Library of the University of Agriculture. Study brought forward that students used library mainly to prepare for examination and to write class assignments. The resign wise long distance between the campus and town, where most of students reside was found as main obstacle in the use of library.

Ramanna B. (2003), Published his article on “User Evaluation of the N.I.C.F.O.S.S. Services, the discussed on importance of user survey for National Information Centre. He surveyed through questionnaire for knowing the need of information of users in which the source of the information are also used such as Xerox service, translation service etc.

Dyanur Padmawati D., (2003) worked on reading habits of master of social work students, SIBER, Kolhapur. In his research work he focused on the importance of library and its services. He also concluded reading habits of users.

Kumar P.S.G. (2004) studied ‘Library and Users’. He explained of an accurate base for the teachers as well as students in pursuit of the subject include information users and their needs. He further discussed about identification and nature of information needs as well as factor influencing information needs.

Singhal N. S. (2011) worked on digital library and internet with special reference to Delhi NCR. In his research he deals the concept and philosophy of digital libraries, the various e-resources helpful in digital libraries, various components of digital libraries and the awareness of the users about digital library.

Evaluation of library services of engineering colleges in Kota region was studied by Shrivastava D. Kumar (2012). For the purpose of this work he discussed on the actual state of engineering college libraries with respect to an administrative set up,
method of book selection and acquisition, technical process, reference and circulation services, physical facilities and personnel management, the sources types and study materials available in libraries to cater the various study requirements. He also focused on quality and service efficiency of the libraries in context with availability of electronic sources with the help of Internet and determine that how effectively and efficiently libraries are serving the need of its users. He also studied the information requirements of the user and behavior and attitude of the users towards library.

Shaikh S. B. (2012) worked on analytical study of the public libraries in urban and rural areas in Nashik region special reference to native libraries with considering the genesis and growth of Native Libraries, the nature and quantum of financial resources of these libraries, the extent of information technology applications in the libraries and he suggest ways and means to improve the services in the libraries.

Dhakad Y. P. (2012), discussed the historical background of institutes and its activities, the role of library in various projects and publications, the collection and development of the library, the house keeping activity, like acquisition, classification, cataloguing, issuing etc. He also focused on the organization and maintenance of the special material and study the collection of non-book material under the title of Collection development and industrial library in Khandesh: with special reference to Jain irrigations systems library Jalgaon.

Networking And Resource Sharing of the Agricultural College Libraries in Maharashtra: A Study held by Kalbande, D. T. (2012). For the purpose of this research work he considered the nature and quantum of resources available in the Agriculture College Libraries, identified the ICT infrastructure in Agriculture college libraries, analyze the ICT skills among Library and Information Science professionals working in Agriculture colleges, the feasibility of developing a library network of Agricultural College, and the barriers of Library networking & Resource Sharing. and he designed the model for implementation of networking & Resource Sharing.

JOURNALS REVIEWS

Roberts J. M. (1995) he studied at university of West Indies, the study reveal whether there was a need for promotional activities to be targeted at this group. He find out evidence to support the theory that when faculty members are informed about the services they are more likely to make optimum use of them.
Majid S. (2001) in his paper entitled User perception of library effectiveness in Malaysian agriculture libraries. He studied five agriculture library. The result reveals that, the adequacy of collections, services and facilities were closely linked to the perception of library effectiveness.

Bruce (2007) stated that Information plays a significant role on our daily professional and personal lives and we are constantly challenged to take charge of the information that we need for work, fun and everyday decisions and tasks.

Verma et. al. (2007), studied. The Use Collection and Services of Technical information and resources center of Defense Research and Development Establishment, Gwalior. They determined the need and purpose of using collection and services offered by the library. They have also suggested some suitable recommendations to improve the collection and services for the benefit if users.

Tamrakar et. al. (2010), conducted a study on use of information sources and services by the research scholars of CDRI library, Lucknow and found that mostly research scholar using library daily and they devoted one to two hours in library. Sutar D. B. (2011) examined systematic approach towards the effective use of information available in newspapers which is available in both traditional and as well as online form in the research paper entitled “digital preservation of newspaper resources: a systematic approach for traditional and online newspapers”.

Panda K. C. et. al. (2011) made an attempt to make the user community aware if e-news services offered by different e-news channels all around the world, along with history and developments of e-news services, news papers websites and latest advantages of e-news in the electronic era.

Sinia Bansal, (2013) in her entitle research article ‘Open Access Journals in Animal Sciences: An Analytical Study of DAOJ. explained that the open access movement has revolutionesed the information accessabilty and utilization. It is gaining more and more attention day by day.

Sharma N. (2013), in his entitle research article User Study of library Services of Panjab University Library, Chandighar in IJIDT. New library members are not familiar with the library collections and services, explained there should be orientation program for them . He suggest increase library collection and online databases.

Alasandi B. B. (2014) studied the Library satisfaction survey of the students and faculty Members of Bharates Global Buseness School, Belguam Karnataka: A user Study. He explained in that the Quality service is about designing the
right service proposition with adequate resource and it should realize in experience at the user end and its outcome is high satisfaction.